Abstract. The problem of nonpreemptively scheduling a set of rn partially ordered tasks on n identical processors subject to interprocessor communication delays is studied in an effort to minimize the makespan.
1.
Introduction. An extensively studied problem in deterministic scheduling theory is that of scheduling a set of partially ordered tasks on a nonpreemptive multiprocessor system of identical processors in an effort to minimize the overall finishing time, or "makespan." So much literature has been produced in the related area that a number of review articles have been published, including excellent summaries by Coffman ], Graham et al. [3] , and Lawler, Lenstra, and Rinnooy Kan [6] . The underlying computing system of this classical problem is thought to have no interprocessor overhead such as processor communication or memory contention. Such an assumption is a reasonable approximation to some real multiprocessor systems; therefore, applications can be found for the derived theory [5] . The assumption, however, is no longer valid for message-passing multiprocessors or computer networks, since interprocessor communication overhead is clearly an important aspect in such systems and is not negligible.
In this paper, interprocessor communication overhead is made part of the problem formulation and corresponding solutions are derived. The augmented multiprocessing model starts with a given set F-{ T1, T2," ", T,} of m tasks, each with processing time/x(T), and a system of n identical processors. The tasks form a directed acyclic graph (DAG) in which each edge represents the temporal relationship between two tasks and is associated with a positive integer r/(T, T'), the number of messages sent from an immediate predecessor T to an immediate successor T' upon the termination of the immediate predecessor. The task model is called an "enhanced directed acyclic graph (EDAG)" and is denoted as a quadruple G-G(F, To characterize the underlying system, a parameter '(P, P') is introduced to represent the time to transfer a message unit from processor P to P'. The system is then denoted as S S(n, -), where n is the number of identical processors. By varying the values of -(P, P'), the system model can be used to model several types of systems such as a fully connected system, a local area network, or a hypercube. To accommodate the deterministic scheduling approach, we further assume that the communication subsystem is contention free. Mathematically speaking, the time to take r/(T, T') units of messages from P to P' is '(P, P') x r/(T, T'), a deterministic value. The computing model described above is an extension of Rayward-Smith's earlier model [7] , which was confined to unit communication times (UCT) and unit execution times (UET). He shows that the problem of finding the minimum makespan is NPcomplete and also presents a heuristic. The heuristic, called "generalized list scheduling," adopts the same greedy strategy as Graham's list scheduling [2] has a much better performance bound. ETF adopts a simple greedy strategy: the earliest schedulable task is scheduled first. The algorithm is event-driven and is to be described in detail in the following paragraphs.
A task is called available when all its predecessors have been scheduled. Let A and I be the sets of available tasks and free processors, respectively, with A { T: DT } and 1 {P,. ., P,} initially. The starting time of T is denoted as s( T); the finishing time is f(T); the processor to which T is assigned is p(T). These three values for all tasks are the output of the scheduling algorithm.
The starting time of an available task is determined by several factors: when its preceding tasks are finished, how long the communication delays take, and where the task and its predecessors are allocated. Let r(T, P) denote the time the last message for T arrives at processor P; mathematically, 0 if T has no predecessors, Example. Consider the same EDAG task graph and the same three-processor system as given in Fig. 1 . The ETF schedule is presented in Fig. 3 . for each processor P, r(T', P) maxroT, {f(T) + r/( T, T') -(p(T), P)} end.
3. Analysis of ETF. Some properties of ETF are to be established in this section. The time complexity is analyzed first, followed by the three lemmas that help to explain the way ETF works. The establishment of a performance bound concludes this section. (2.5) . LEMMA 1. For any task T, dt T)<= s( T) holds and there exists no task T' such that dt (T) <f(T') < s(T) or dt (T) < dt (T') < s(T).
Proof The first part is obvious since each task was scheduled to start at a time no less than the value of the current moment at which the decision is made (see statements 1.1.1 and 1.1.2 of Algorithm ETF).
Suppose that T' is a task such that dt T) <f( T') < s( T). Let do (T)= and do (T')=j. We have four cases:
(1) T was scheduled after T'(i>j). We get nm (i)<=f(T') by definition and thus, nm (i) =<f(T') < s(T) follows. According to the decision principle (statement (1.1.2)), T should not be scheduled at the ith execution of statement 1.1. This contradicts do (T)= i.
(2) T was scheduled before T'(i<j) and T' has no predecessors. T' became available from the first execution of statement 1. (4) T was scheduled before T' and f(T*)> cm (i), where T* is a last finished predecessor of T'. For this case, we have dt (T) <f(T*) < s(T). We replace T' by T*, find the last predecessor of the new T', called T* again, and repeat the same argument. One of the four cases may happen. If one of cases (1), (2) , and (3) occurs, then we are done; otherwise the process is continued. Since a new task T* with earlier finish time is obtained in each cycle, we will reach the case f(T*)_-< cm (i) in a finite number of cycles if case (4) occurs repeatedly. This concludes the proof of the second part.
Suppose now that dt (T) < dt (T') < s(T). We can find a task T* such that f(T*) dt (T') since a decision is made only at some cm at which a task is finished. This contradicts the second part of this lemma.
LEMMA 2. If s(T) < s(T'), then do (T) < do (T') and dt (T) _-< dt (T').
Proof Suppose s(T) < s(T'), do (T) i, do (T') =j, >j. Since the currentmoment sequence is nondecreasing, two possibilities can be discussed: (1) dt (T)> dt (T'), or (2) dt (T)= dt (T'). For (1), we apply the first part of Lemma 1 and get dt (T') <dt (T) _-< s(T) < s(T'). This contradicts the second part of Lemma 1. For (2) T and T' are available at cm(i)=cm(j), and e( T',j) s( T') > s( T) e,( T, i) >= e.(T, j). During the jth execution of statement 1.1, T should have been selected instead of T. This is a contradiction. Cm,x max '/'max x . , rl T, T,/,)" T., T,) is a chain in F i=1 Proof The set of all points of time in (0, C0ETF) can be partitioned into two subsets A and B. A is defined to be the set of all points for which all processors are executing some tasks. B is defined to be the set of all points of time for which at least one processor is idle (maybe all processors are idle due to simultaneous communication delays). If B is empty, then all processors complete their last assignment at mEW and no idle interval can be found with (0, WEVF). The ETF schedule is indeed optimal and thus the theorem holds obviously. We thus assume B is nonempty. In the interest of mathematical rigor, we suppose B is the disjoint union of q open intervals (hi,, br,) as below:
B (b,,, br,) U... U (b,,,, br,,) where bl, < br, < bl < br2 <" < b,, < br,,.
We claim that we can find a chain of tasks, X:T,-, T,_,--,...-, T,, such that For Case 1, we simply take the last finished predecessor of T, as T.
For Case 2, let T* be the last finished immediate predecessor of T,. Then f(T*) < s(T./,). We further consider three subcases: (i) There exists no task T assigned to run P with s(T)> s(,)-e. (ii) There exists at least one task T assigned to run on P with s(r) > s(T,), but there exists no task T assigned on P with s(r) s(T,). (iii) There exists a task r assigned to run on P with s(r)= s(T,).
For the first subcase (of Case 2), since no task is blocking T, from starting earlier on P, it must be that r(,, P)>-s(T,). Let T be an immediate predecessor of T, whose message to T, arrives at P at time r( T,, P). Let p(T) PC. Then z(P, P) x r( , T,) r( ,, P -f() _>-s(T,) -f(T). This result indicates that the communication requirement from T to , covers the interval (f(T), s(T,)), and hence the covered part of B is shifted further left from s(,) after T is added to the chain. Furthermore, the parameter z(P, P) can be replaced by rma This completes the first subcase.
For the second subcase (of Case 2), we let T be the first task allocated on P after s(,). By Lemma 2, do (,)< do (T). The allocation of T on P cannot be a reason to block the possibility of T./, utilizing P at an earlier time. The reason T, did not take such an advantage is again due to r(,, P)>-s(T,). T2 can therefore be found in the same way as in the first subcase.
We assume a task T satisfying p(T)= P and s(T)= s(T,) in the last subcase.
Now both do (T) > do (,) and do (T) < do (,) are possible. If do (T) > do (T,), then T was scheduled later than T./, hence, the same argument used in the previous subcase prevails. We need to argue why r( T.h P) => s(T,) when do (T) < do (T,). Let us assume do (T) k and consider two situations separately: (1) dt (T) < s(T), and (2) dt (T)= s(t). For (1), at the beginning of the kth execution of the inner loop, both T and T, were available. T, was available since f(T*) _-< dt (T) guaranteed by Lemma 1.) If r(T,, P)< s(T), then T,, and not T, should have been selected in the kth execution of the inner loop. For (2), we let cm be the largest value in the current-moment sequence satisfying f(T*) -< cm > s(T). ( The existence of such cm is guaranteed by Lemma 3.) At CM cm, T was unscheduled and T, was available. T could not block T, from occupying P at a time earlier than s(T). If r( ,, P) < s(T,), then T, should have been allocated on P and started at an earlier time when CM carried the value cm. This contradiction implies that r(T,, P)_-> s(T,). Based on this result, the same technique as before can be applied to add a second task T2 to the chain finishing all subcases of Case 2.
Case 3 is indeed impossible. We can obtain r(T,, P)_-> s(T,) as we did above for Case 2; on the other hand, we have a contradictory fact that r( ,, P 0 due to Dr .
We have completed our discussion of the second possibility. Let us summarize the results obtained so far. Suppose , < br,, for some h-<_ q. We constructed a second task 2 such that precedes T, and We finish Case by setting T,, to be the last finished predecessor of T. Case 3 is impossible by the same argument for Case 3 of the second possibility.
For Case 2, let T* be the last finished predecessor of T. Then f(T*) < br,,-< s(T*). (5) Find a processor P that was idle during (u-e, u) for some e >0, find a task T' Dr such that f(T') + z(p( T'), P x ,q( T', T) r( T, P ), C -C + z(p(T'), P) "q(T', T), replace T by T', go to step 1. In general, C is much smaller than Cma depending on the case. It serves, however, to replace Cma in the performance bound of Theorem 3.2, and this is stated in the corollary below.
COROLLARY. An ETF schedule is bounded from above by the sum of the Graham's bound and the output of Algorithm C. Mathematically, It should be noted that the performance bound of ETF is made possible by the assumption of no communication contention; however, it is clear that the contentionfree attribute alone does not guarantee the same bound.
Assume no communication contention is indispensable for maintaining the deterministic approach; but, strictly speaking, this assumption is only valid in fully connected systems or systems with contention-free protocols. For the later case, the protocol overhead should be included in the estimation of the communication parameters.
To expand the application domain of this theoretic work, we would rather consider the deterministic scheduling as a planning tool for task allocation suitable for most highly connected systems. Though each task is scheduled to start at some specific time, it will be started whenever enabled in the actual execution. In the case the actual start time of a task is later than its scheduled start time due to the queueing delay caused by communication contention, the succeeding tasks may become incapable of starting their execution at their scheduled times. This "postponement" may propagate. In the extreme case the postponement may propagate down to the critical execution path Least upper bound. and then lengthen the total scheduled time of the graph. However, to some extent, queueing delay can be absorbed in noncritical paths. Only the portion of queueing delay that cannot be absorbed will lengthen the total graph's execution time. For this reason, the sensitivity of the no-communication contention assumption can be relaxed in real applications.
